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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a method for gen-
erating a dynamic motion such that a two-wheeled inverted
pendulum robot kicks a ball far away utilizing its own body
dynamics while it keeps standing. Such a dynamic motion can
be acquired through trial and error based on a reinforcement
learning scheme. We utilize a simple policy gradient method
to acquire a kicking motion which is designed by defining the
desired parameters such as body angle, wheel angular velocity
and so on. To show the validity of our approach, we perform
computer simulation experiments of behavior acquisition for the
two-wheeled inverted pendulum robot. Based our approach, we
succeeded in acquiring the kicking motion of the two-wheeled
inverted pendulum robot. A very interesting finding is: each
of the acquired motions deviates from the desired trajectory,
which is given by the human designer while keeping evaluation
value of the acquired motion high.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many kinds of mobile robots working in a human living
environment have been developed. Most of the existing mo-
bile robots have three-wheeled or four-wheeled locomotion
mechanism and low center of gravity for achieving static
stability. Furthermore, such mobile robots tend to have a
larger support surface and lower height than human’s ones.
As a result, the motion of such mobile robot becomes slow
and any motion with a rapid acceleration and deceleration is
impossible for such mobile robot. It is considered that such
three-wheeled or four-wheeled mobile robot is not suitable
as human partners robot.
Recently, many kinds of humanoid robots have been de-
veloped so far as human partners under the human-symbiotic
environment, because it is reasonable for the mobile robot to
have a similar shape and size of a human. However, a two-
legged humanoid robot[1] still has a lot of difficulties. For
example, it has problems of robustness against unpredictable
disturbances, heavy weight, and dynamic motions. A pneu-
matic actuated biped robot[2][3] has a lightweight body and
a potential to generate dynamic motions but still has big
problems in terms of the stability for usage under the human
living environment.
On the other hand, a two-wheeled inverted pendulum
robot[4][5] has many advantages over the statically stable
wheeled robots and any other biped robots. It requires a
smaller amount of space to stand and stay upright than the
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other wheeled robots and smaller number of actuators than
the conventional biped robots. Furthermore, it can easily
generate more dynamic motions only by its body balancing
control. The two-wheeled inverted pendulum robot has a
possibility to be standard platform as a human partner robot.
Most of researches regarding to the two-wheeled inverted
pendulum robot focuses on the control theory for achieving
stable navigation. There are few researches to realize more
dynamic motions such as throwing, jumping, pushing, kick-
ing, and so on.
For example, the two-wheeled inverted pendulum robot
needs to break static stability while swinging the body back
and forth, when it kicks a ball as fast as possible. This
means that the robot has to utilize its own body dynamics as
much as possible in order to realize such dynamic motions
in the same way that a human does. Of course, it should
achieve global stability so that it avoids falling down during
the dynamic motion. The dynamic motion requires not only
the conventional control theory to stabilize body balance but
also a good trajectory of body posture and traveling. It is not
trivial to find such good trajectory to generate the dynamic
motion by hand.
In this paper, we introduce a method for generating a
dynamic motion such that a two-wheeled inverted pendulum
robot kicks a ball far away utilizing its own body dynamics
while it keeps standing. Our method assumes that a kicking
motion consists of two primitive motions. In this work, we
utilize a simple policy gradient method[6] to acquire the two
primitive motions each of which is designed by defining
the desired parameters such as body angle, wheel angular
velocity and so on. The kicking motions are evaluated with
the ball velocity after the robot kicks and its stableness. Our
policy gradient method just updates parameters of the kicking
motions so that the evaluations become as higher as possible.
To show the validity of our approach, we perform com-
puter simulation experiments of behavior acquisition for the
two-wheeled inverted pendulum robot. As a result of these
learning process, we confirmed that a stepwise learning
curve with two learning phases emerges. It means that the
robot changes a learning strategy between the phases during
the learning process. Based our approach, we succeeded in
acquiring the kicking motion of the two-wheeled inverted
pendulum robot. A very interesting finding is: each of the
acquired motions deviates from the desired trajectory which
is given by the human designer while keeping evaluation
value of the acquired motion high. Based on the experiment
results, we discuss the learning profile in detail.
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II. TWO-WHEELED INVERTED PENDULUM ROBOT
Fig. 1. Two-wheeled inverted pendulum robot with a ball
Fig. 1 shows a two-wheeled inverted pendulum robot
which we designed and built and a ball. The robot body
size is 20cm length, 30.5cm width, and 35cm height. The
weight is 8kg including the body, wheels, batteries, motors,
gears, encoders, an accelero-gyrometer unit, and control unit.
The wheel radius is 8.5 cm and its weight is 500g each.
The ball kicked by the robot is a soccer ball, roughly 22cm
in diameter, and about 450g in weight. In order to perform
comprehensive experiments for learning a kicking motion
with the robot, we develop a computer simulation of the
robot and the ball using the ODE(open dynamics engine)
library.
III. DESIGN FOR LEARNING KICKING MOTION
Fig. 2. Model of the two-wheeled inverted pendulum robot
The kicking motion is designed with two control layers, a
low-level posture controller and a posture generator. The pos-
ture controller follows a conventional torque control theory.
Torque for the wheels T is calculated as follows:
T = −k1(θ − θd)− k2θ˙ − k3ϕ˙− k4
∑
(ϕ˙− ϕ˙d), (1)
where θ, θd, ϕ˙, ϕ˙d are body angle, desired body angle,
wheel angular velocity, and desired wheel angular velocity,
respectively. k1, k2, k3, k4 are gains for the body angle, body
angular velocity, wheel angular velocity, and accumulated
error of wheel angular velocity, respectively.
In this work, we design the kicking motion in combination
with two primitive motions (Fig.3). Each primitive motion
defines the desired body angle, desired wheel angular ve-
locity, gain parameters, and a period of time. The posture
Fig. 3. Two primitive motions of Kicking motion
generator sends the control parameters to the posture con-
troller within the period defined by the primitive motion,
one by one. The first primitive motion tries to lean forward
to kick the ball and the second tries to make the robot kick
the ball actually. Before and after the kicking motion, the
robot controls itself to stay upright avoiding falling-down,
autonomously.
IV. POLICY GRADIENT METHOD
In order to generate kicking motion of our robot, our
method utilizes a simple policy gradient method introduced
by Kohl and Stone[6]. The posture generator learns the
control parameters based on the policy gradient method. A
parameter set of the current motion isΘ. The learning system
prepares T similar policies R1, R2, ..., RT by adding small
disturbances εj , 0, or −εj to the current motion parameter
Θj(Θj ∈ Θ):
Θij = Θj + rεj where r ∈ (−1, 0, 1) (2)
It evaluates the policies Ri = {Θij} one by one after the robot
tries to generate the kicking motions based on the policies.
First of all, evaluation averages for the disturbances are
estimated as follows:
• Avg+ε,j is average of evaluation of policies which
parameter Θij is Θj + εj
• Avg0,j is average of evaluation of policies which pa-
rameter Θij is Θj
• Avg−ε,j is average of evaluation of policies which
parameter Θij is Θj − εj
Then, Aj , that is, the gradient of evaluation to the policy
parameters Θj is estimated approximately as follows: Aj
is regarded as 0 if the Avg0,j is greater than Avg+ε,j and
Avg−ε,j . It is regarded as Avg+ε,j −Avg−ε,j , else:
Aj =

0 Avg+0,j > Avg+ε,j
&Avg+0,j > Avg−ε,j
Avg+ε,j −Avg−ε,j else
(3)
Finally, it updates the policy parameters Θ according to
the A as follows:
Θj ← Θj + Aj|Aj | ∗ η, (4)
where η is a certain learning step size. The learning system
repeats this procedure and updates the motion parameters
to reach the local maximum of evaluation. Fig.4 shows a
flowchart of the learning procedure.
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of learning procedure
V. LEARNING KICKING MOTION
A. Experiment Setup
As mentioned in section III, each primitive motion is
defined by the desired body angle θd, the desired wheel
angular velocity ϕ˙d, the gain parameters k1, k2, k3, and
k4, and a period of time t. The learning parameters are
those primitive motion parameters for each, therefore, 14
parameters in all. We determine the evaluation criterion of
the kicking motion while learning process in consideration
of the following points:
• Traveling distance of the robot body should be small.
• Velocity of the kicked ball should be large.
• The robot should avoid falling down by kicking the ball.
The actual evaluation is defined as follows:
E =

w1
1 + lb
+ w2vb − wf In case the robot fell down
w1
1 + lb
+ w2vb else,
(5)
where lb, vb, w1, w2, and w3 are the traveling distance of
the robot body, the velocity of the kicked ball, weights for
the traveling distance, the ball velocity, and cost of falling
down, respectively. In this work, w2 and wf are fixed to 1000
and 100, respectively. w1 is set to 1, 10, 100, and 1000 for
analysis.
The parameters were initially set as shown in TABLE I.
The learning step size parameters are shown in TABLE II.
TABLE I
INITIAL PARAMETERS OF PRIMITIVE MOTION 1 AND 2
learning parameter primitive motion 1 primitive motion 2
T [sec] 1.0 1.0
θd [rad] -1.0 1.0
φd [rad/sec] 0 0
k1 15.0 15.0
k2 -0.3 -0.3
k3 0.01 0.01
k4 0.0 0.0
The number of deviated policies for estimating gradient of
TABLE II
STEP SIZE OF LEARNING PARAMETERS
learning parameter step size
T [sec] 0.001
θd [rad] 0.01
φd [rad/sec] 0
k1 0.01
k2 0.001
k3 0.0001
k4 0.00001
the evaluation T is set to 50 in the experiments.
B. Learning Curves
Fig.5 shows the transition profile of evaluation, running
distance, and ball velocity while learning kicking motion. All
learning curves with varied values of w1 show similar trends.
The evaluations gradually increase from the beginning of the
learning to around 250 updates of learning parameters. They
increase rapidly from about 250 to 300 updates of parameters
and still increases slowly after the 300th update.
Fig.6 shows the transition profile of posture parameters,
that is, desired body angles and periods of time for primitive
motion 1 and 2. The periods of time are almost fixed and
have constant trends from the beginning to the end of the
learning. The desired body angles changes rapidly from the
beginning to around the 15000 trials, 300 updates of learning
parameters. After that, they increase or degrease very slowly.
Fig.7 shows the transition profile of gain parameters for
primitive motion 1 and 2 during the learning. Gains for
body angular velocity k2 and wheel angular velocity k3
of primitive motion 2 produces interesting learning curves.
They decrease before around 300 updates of parameters and
increase after that. This means, the robot explores posture
parameters of the primitive motions while it relaxes the
feedback gains for angular velocities. Once it finds good pos-
ture parameters, then, it recover the feedbacks again for the
stability. The other curves increase or decrease monotonically
and converge after the 300th update of parameters.
Fig.8 shows trajectories of the body angle while the robot
is kicking the ball before the learning, after the learning with
350 and 1000 updates of parameters.
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Fig. 5. Evaluation profiles
It also shows the desired trajectories of the kicking motion.
Before the learning, the motion is small and the posture
controller follows the desired trajectory. After the learning,
the actual trajectory does not follow the desired trajectory
well but it does not matter because the objective of the
motion is kicking a ball as fast as possible without falling
down. The gains for wheel angular velocity deviation k4 of
primitive motion 1 always becomes negative in comparison
with Fig.7. The negative gain leads the robot body to lean
forward to the ball more than the desired body angle. As a
result of adding positive feedback of posture controller, the
acquired motion deviates from a stepwise trajectory designed
by hand.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a method for generating a
dynamic motion such that a two-wheeled inverted pendulum
robot kicks a ball far away utilizing its own body dynamics
while it keeps standing. We used the simple policy gradient
method to acquire the primitive motions of the kicking
motion. Based our approach, we succeeded in acquiring the
kicking motion of the two-wheeled inverted pendulum robot.
The policy gradient method just updates parameters of the
kicking motion so that the evaluation becomes as higher as
possible. As a result of these learning process, we confirmed
that a stepwise learning curve with two learning phases
emerged. From the profile of the learning parameters, we
confirmed that the robot decreased feedback gains for angular
velocities and updated posture parameters rapidly in the
earlier learning phase while it increased the feedback gains
once it found good posture parameters in latter learning
phase. It means that the robot changes a learning strategy
between the phases during the learning process. A very
interesting finding is: as a result of adding positive feedback
of posture controller, the trajectory of the acquired motions
deviated from the desired one given by the human designer
while keeping evaluation value of the acquired motion high.
In the near future, we will perform real robot experiments.
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Fig. 8. Trajectories of body angle while kicking the ball after updates of
learning parameters
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